[Variations in the activity and sexual dimorphism of hippocampal pyramidal neurons during the postnatal development of the rat].
The CA 1 pyramidal neurons of the dorsal and ventral hippocampus as also the neurons of the granular layer of the parietal cortex, which were investigated in comparison, show karyovolumetrically revealed significant variations of their activities during the postnatal development of the rat (between the 5th and 60th postnatal day). These variations represent the total expression of the gene activities related to the development and differentiation as also to the synchronously requested specific performances of the neurons for the organism. They are characterized by a more or less distinct regional specificity as also a sexual dimorphism--especially distinct during the first 3...4 weeks of postnatal development--beside several distinct principal coincidences. Characteristic are the peaks of activity at the 10th and 20th day of postnatal life and additionally at the 45th day in male animals. The activation of the hippocampal pyramidal neurons as also of the neurons in the granular layer of the parietal cortex from day 5 to day 10 of the postnatal development, which comes to appearance as an increase of cell nuclear volume between 35,2 and 142,5 per cent, coincides with the growing period of the central nervous system, which lasts in the rat till the 10th postnatal day, and with the postnatal initial phase of several extracerebral developmental, differentiation and maturation processes. The variations of neuronal activities occurring after the 10th day and ceasing in the 4th week of the postnatal development coincide with the maturation period of the central nervous system and of the extracerebral systems. The peak of activity appearing around the 45th day of life in male rats seems to be related to the puberty. The sexual dimorphism of the hippocampal pyramidal neurons as also of the neurons in the granular layer of the parietal cortex, realized in the cell nuclear volume resp. neuronal activity, is apparently the reflection of the sexual specific differentiation of the central nervous system and is a partial phenomenon of the complex dimorphism of the both sexes. It shows also a regional specific character.